In this paper, we used NMM3D (Numerical Maxwell Model of 3 Dimensional simulations) to study the full wave 3 dimensional scattering of random soil surfaces. In 3D simulations, the height function \( z = f(x,y) \) of the rough surfaces vary in both two horizontal directions. Several hundreds of cases are simulated by varying incident angles, surface roughness and soil permittivities. The incident angles vary from 20° to 50°. The coherent/incoherent bistatic coefficients, backscattering coefficients, and emissivities are computed. The results are compared with empirical models and analytical methods. The backscattering coefficients are compared with measurement data and are found to be in good agreement. Based on the several hundreds of computed case, interpolation tables are made for the full range of parameters that can be directly applied to L band active and passive microwave remote sensing of soil moisture, such as the SMAP Mission and the SMOS Mission.

The NASA Soil Moisture Active/Passive (SMAP) Mission [1] and the ESA Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) Mission [2] at L band will enable the mapping of soil moisture with unprecedented resolution. The SMAP is a combined active and passive sensor at 1.26 GHz and 1.41 GHz respective with 40° incident angle. The SMOS mission, launched in 2009, is passive at 1.4 GHz with multiple incident angles. In this paper, the microwave scattering of soil surfaces are studied in relation to the SMAP mission and the SMOS mission by using Numerical Maxwell Model of 3 Dimentional simulations (NMM3D). In 3 dimensional simulations, the height function \( z = f(x,y) \) of the rough surfaces vary in both two horizontal directions. The computation is much more intensive than, 2 dimensional simulations, where height function \( z = f(x) \) only varies in one horizontal directions.

The study of 3 dimensional scattering by soil surfaces is an important problem for both bare soil surfaces and vegetated surfaces. The backscattering contributes to the radar return signals and the emissivities are related to the radiometer brightness temperatures. In the past decades, experimental measurements have been conducted [3].
Empirical formulas including Dubois formula [4] and Q-h model, and physical models including Small Perturbation Method (SPM), Kirchhoff Approximation (KA) [5] and Advanced Integral Equation Model (AIEM) [6] have been established. The 3D full wave simulations using numerical solutions of Maxwell equations began in the mid-1990’s. The most prevail numerical approach for random rough surfaces are Method of Moment (MoM). In the past decade, fast methods have been developed, including the Sparse Matrix Canonical Grid (SMCG) method [7], the Physical Based Two Grid (PBTG) method, and the multilevel UV method.

In the past, because of the scarcity of computed results, the role of NMM3D was merely to validate analytical models. On the other hand, this paper shows that based on the computed hundreds of cases, interpolation tables are made for the full range of parameters that can be directly applied to L band active and passive microwave remote sensing of soil moisture, such as SMAP mission and SMOS mission. We use NMM3D with SMCG and Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) basis functions to analyze the scattering of randomly rough soil surfaces with exponential correlation function. The decomposition of bistatic field into coherent bistatic field and incoherent bistatic field of finite surface size used in NMM3D simulations are performed. The coherent bistatic coefficients and incoherent bistatic coefficients are calculated from the decomposition bistatic field. Several hundred cases are computed for different incident angles from 20° to 50°, with varying rms height, correlation length, and soil permittivities. The energy conservations are checked and are obeyed to within 1%. The results are compared with empirical models and analytical methods. The NMM3D backscattering results are compared with experimental data [3] where measurements of soil roughness and permittivity were made, and are found in good agreement without adjustable parameters. The tabulated NMM3D results of interpolation cover the full range of parameters of interest in the SMAP mission and the SMOS mission. The results are part of the SMAP data cube. A parameter retrieval approach in SMAP uses a pre-computed “data cube” as a look-up method for iterating to a fast real time retrieval solution.

In this paper, NMM3D were used to study the scattering of randomly rough soil surfaces. The bistatic coefficients, the backscattering coefficients and the emissivities for hundreds of cases are computed, and a data table is created. The results are compared with other models and with measurement data. The NMM3D results agree well with experimental data. Results covering the full range of parameters at L band are obtained by interpolation and can be directly applied to the SMAP mission and the SMOS mission.
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